Let (£2, F, P) be a probability space. Let Sïïl designate the collection of all probability distributions {p~ {pi}?~oy pt^0> lL,Pi~l) on the nonnegative integers satisfying the further constraints CO ( 
1)
Hipi< °°> 0 g fo + *i< 1.
Let ft(o>); i = 0, 1, 2, • • • be a sequence of random mappings from (fl, F, P) into (loo, &oo) where <£<» is the Borel (7-algebra in l w (the Banach space of bounded sequences of real numbers) generated by the product topology. We assume (2) P{co; ft(co) G 9TC for all i) = 1.
For any f G 9TC associate the p.g.f.
(3) *rw = ê^(r)^ kl £i.
Let Z n (co), n ^ 0 be a sequence of nonnegative integer valued random variables defined on (Q, F, P). For any collection D of random elements on (£2, F, P) let cr(D) denote the sub cr-algebra of F generated by D. Set 
Fn,z(f) = ö"G*0> f 1> ' * * , fn, ^0, Zl, ' ' * , ^rc).
We postulate that {Z n } satisfy the recurrence relations A special example of this was first introduced by Wilkinson and Smith [S] (see also [4] ). They considered the case when f = {f»•(«); * = 0, 1,2, • • • } is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables. Their efforts were devoted to ascertaining criteria delimiting certain extinction of the process. We study this problem under less restrictive assumptions on the environmental process f. We also deduce limit theorems for Z n paralleling those of the classical Galton-Watson process.
An easy consequence of (5) and (6) is LEMMA 1. Henceforth, unless stated explicitly otherwise we assume that fi(co), i*=0, l t 2, • • • is a stationary ergodic process.
We refer to B as the set of extinction and <?&, #&(?) extinction probabilities. It is clear from (7) (1) and (2) we may conclude : The sets {co:q(f) = l} and {ca:q(Tf) = l} coincide modulo a set of probability zero from which ensues the assertion P(g(f) = l) = 0or 1. We now exhibit a necessary condition for noncertain extinction i.e., for P(q(f)<l) = l. For any real number a, we employ the symbols a + = max(0, a) and ar= -min(a, 0).
(prime designates as usual the derivative). Then
We can extract from assertion (12) for some situations an integrability property. The result of Theorem 2 in the independence case was achieved first by W. L. Smith [4] .
The converse proposition to Theorem 1 is as follows.
THEOREM 3. Suppose £(-log(l-<fo 0 (0)))< 00 and JE(log # 0 (1))-<E[log# 0 (l)]+g 00. 77^P(<z(r)<l) = l.
In summary, modulo mild integrability conditions extinction is certain iff E (log # 0 (1)) ^0.
The conclusions of Theorems 1 and 3 persist in the circumstance where f » is not ergodic but unfolds as a positive recurrent irreducible Markov chain allowing a general state space.
It is not evident in the stationary case that It can be proved that (i) implies (13). The B.P.R.E. will be labeled supercritical, critical, or subcritical according as E log <£f 0 (l)>0, =0 or <0 respectively. The limit theorems of the classical Galton-Watson case are generalized as follows.
SUPERCRITICAL CASE. In complete analogy with the theorem of Kesten and Stigum [3] on the supercritical Galton-Watson process we obtain When $**, t^O consists of i.i.d. random variables then f* is manifestly an exchangeable process. Another example occurs where G"*, /^0) is a stationary reversible ergodic Markov chain.
The following is the analogue of Yaglom's theorem for subcritical Galton-Watson processes (see [3] ). 
exists and A(s, f)>0 for 0 ^ s < 1.
We finish with a result on the extinction probability problem for the multi-type (say £-types) B.P.R.E. model. To review quickly the formulation we have associated with each ? a ^-vector p.g.f. <i>r Clearly, for the one type process T -E log 0£o(l)« Criteria for extinction or nonextinction is the substance of the following theorem. Proofs and elaboration of the above results and others will appear elsewhere.
